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Abstract—Focusing on the prediction of electrical load in
different time scales in energy Internet (EI), we propose a
linear correlationbased load predicting algorithm which
predicts the future load using the linear statistical correlation
in load data sequence. The correlation factor is calculated, and
its absolute value is used to filter out the relevant sample
sequences.Then the candidate values are estimated using a
linear fit algorithm.These candidate values are further
weighted averaged such that the anticipated load values are
obtained. Through preliminary simulations, we can realize an
effective forecast of load data.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of global economy, the global
electric energy consumption is rapidly increasing [1]. From
the worldwide point of view, Energy Internet(EI) has been
considered as one of the presentative modern energy systems
[2]. The concept of EI is based on the high efficiency of
information and communication infrastructure [3]. By
combining the advantages of Internet of Things (IoT) and
Cyber-Physical integration system, and by applying
distributed
energy
utilization
and
multi-energy
complementation related technologies, EI can realize an
overall coordination of power resource, electric network,
load and energy storage [4].
A rapid and precise forecasting of consumers’ electric
load has become the pre-condition forrealizing a robust and
efficient energy management in modern power systems.
Besides, it can improve the energy utilization efficiency, and
reduce the energy utilization cost through demand side
management [5] and demand response. It is notable that load
forecast should be performed in different time and space
dimensions. In the field of EI, intelligent control which
requires the full information and characteristics of electrical
loads has become popular. Relying on wide utilization of
intelligent sensor devices and strong support of advanced
information and communication infrastructures, precise load
prediction isfeasible.

The electric energy forecast has attracted much attention,
and advances onvarious types of algorithms are made. In [6]
and [7], the forecast types are classified rationally. We
classify the related techniques as follows:
1. In [8]-[13], forecasts based on pattern segment and
classifications are presented. In [8], the historical data is
divided according to the results of the 𝑘𝑘-means clustering
algorithm. In [9] and [10], the forecasting methodsusing
support vector machine (SVM)for classification are proposed.
In [11], artificial neural networks (ANNs) is applied in the
algorithm as the classification tool for the load forecast.
Multiple classification algorithms are proposed and tested in
[12]. In [13], a structured framework and a discriminative
index that can be used to segment the load data along
multiple contextual dimensions areintroduced. The
classification number becomes the uncertain factor for this
type of forecast, which is important and apparently
influences the final performance.
2. In [14]-[24], forecasts based on parameter fitting
are investigated. The typical technologies include different
forms ofANNs[14]-[18], and auto-regression based forecasts
considering different types of internal and external variables
[19]-[22], and SVM based forecasts which use the SVM
algorithm to train related coefficients [23], [24]. Although
this type’s algorithm is relative simple, more external
conditions are required to be considered, such as
meteorology and financial related variables which sometimes
cannot be obtained.
3. In [25] and [26], forecasts based on probability
estimation are proposed. In [25], Bayesian network is used in
the predict algorithm. The algorithm proposed in [26]
simultaneously uses neural networks and adaptive Bayesian
learning. In this case, defining the probability distribution
isrelatively difficult.
4. In [27]-[30], forecasts based on intelligence
technology are presented. In [27], expert knowledge is used.
In [28], the concept of big data is used. In [29],machine
learning is used in the forecast. In [30], thefactored
conditional restricted Boltzmann machine is used in the
forecasting algorithm. The prediction performance of such
forecasting type is based on the total quality of the data

5. In [31], forecast based on ensemble technologies is
proposed. By using different prediction algorithms at the
same time through weighted averaging, there is a high
probability of performance improvement.
6. In [32], forecast based on compressive sensing is
proposed, which can improve the performance from another
perspective.
7. In [33] and [34], forecast based on sequence and
block
is
investigated.Although
such
forecasting
methodwhich can be used for long sequence, the error may
be accumulated in the iterations.
In addition, the electrical load forecast can be classified
based on the time dimension, such as short-term, mediumterm, and long-term [35].
In this paper, our proposed algorithm is partly based on
sequence and block related algorithms and the parameter
fitting theory.The statistical correlation in the sequence
through big data analysis is implemented.We further explore
the linear fitting to estimate the load values, which has firm
mathematical foundation and embodies the advantages of big
data.Our approach can be used in many time dimensions and
tested in short time load forecast, which is novel in the field
of electric load forecast.
The subsequent framework of this paper is as follows. In
Section II, an algorithm for load forecasting is proposed. In
Section III, simulation results are illustrated. Finally, Section
IV gives a conclusion.
II. ALGORITHM ILLUSTRATION
The proposed algorithm is based on the character of
linear correlation coefficient which states that if the
coefficient value is larger than 0.95, the two sequences have
a property of highly linear correlation, and if two
sequences’correlation coefficient is equal to 1, then there
exists a linear expression between the two sequences with
probability one( =
y ax + b for sequence x and y ).
1. We want to predict the load value at time t, day
d(called expected value). We first fetch the load sequence
just before time t in day d with length n(called original
sequence, denoted as xn = x1 , x2 ,...xn ). We then select the
reference sequences with the same length from the interval
window [𝑡𝑡 − 4, 𝑡𝑡 + 1](elements in this window denoted as
the end point of the sequence with length n), which
arerecorded before day d(called reference sequence,denoted
as y n = y1 , y2 ,... yn ).
2. For each reference sequence, we calculate the
correlation coefficient between itself and itscorresponding
original sequence. As most data has some statisticalsimilarity
for each day’s value especially near the same time point,
there will comprise a large part of sequences’correlation
coefficients whose value are near or equal to 1.

(xn , y n )
Cn corr
=
=
∑ (( xn − mean( x n )) * ( yn − mean( y n ))) / ...
∑ ( xn − mean( x n )) * ∑ ( yn − mean( y n ))
2

2

3. From the correlation theory,when the correlation
coefficient of two data sequences is near to 1, there will be a
large linear relation, such as

=
y1 ax1 + b
=
y2 ax2 + b
...
=
yn axn + b
Here, we calculate the linear coefficient between each
reference sequence and its corresponding original
sequenceusing linear fit methodwhen correlation coefficient
nears to 1, and get the corresponding parameter value as a
and b.
4. As the results shown in the simulation part, we can
assume that the linear correlation value will not change too
much, if we extend the sequence length with one more data.
We use the load value immediately after the reference
sequence, combined withcalculated linear coefficients; we
estimate the expected value corresponding to each reference
sequence as each instance:

=
y ax + b
5. We weighted average all of the estimated instance
values, and set the weight based on the Euclideandistance
between the reference sequence and original sequence.

weight = mse( x n - y n ) / max( mse( x n - y n ))
weight
= exp(Cn − weight )
y n +1 = ∑ weight * y n +1 / ∑ weight

y n +1 is the candidate estimate value of yn +1 .
And as a comparison, the mean result is obtained as
follows.

y n +1 = ∑ y n +1 / y n +1

0

6. We comparethe estimated result of above steps with
the expected value and calculate the relative error,
MAPE1 = abs ( y

n+1

- y ) / abs ( y )
n+1

n+1

MAPE 2 = abs ( y - y ) / abs ( y )
7. We run this algorithm on 100 days and get 100
MAPE values, which is further averaged to get the final
estimated error performance.
n+1

n+1

n+1

MAPE = sum( MAPEn) / count ( MAPEn)

Through MAPE value, we can decide the optimal
parameter value of this algorithm for different scenes.
III. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS
As a preliminary research, we first choose the data of one
meter to test this algorithm. We find that the data vary
stochastically, and the correlation algorithm cannotlead to
good results (as we found, other classical algorithms, such as
ANN and linear regression,cannotperformwell in this
situation, either). Then, we combine the metering data of 8

meters in the same region, which could get comparable
results with ANN.
The data in each meter is sampled in each half hour with
7*48 recordseach week for 537 continuous days; we use the
latest 100 days’ data for algorithm testing, with all the data
before the test days as their history data(for model training).
We first calculate the distribution of correlation
coefficients’differences.The detailed algorithm is as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

We select the data sequences with length 6 takenin step1
of Section II asoriginal sequence and reference sequence
and calculate the correlation coefficient betweeneach
pair of sequence (denoted as co _1 ).
If the correlation coefficient is larger than 0.95, we
extend each candidate sequence by one more element
and also calculate the correlation coefficient, (denoted as
co _ 2 ).
We calculate the difference of co _1 and co _ 2 , which
_ co co _1 − co _ 2 .
is delta =
We ergodic through all the sequencenear the same time
point, forming the histogram for delta _ co .

Figure3.The result of 30-1.

Figure4.The result of 40-1.

Figure 1.The result of 10-1.

Figure5.The result of 10-8.

Figure2.The result of 20-1.
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Figure6.The result of 20-8.

Figure7.The result of 30-8.

The algorithm can be easily extended to
generalizedscenarios, such as united showing of
different correlation coefficients and different lengths.
The related histogram results are shown from Fig.1 to Fig.
8.Characters m-n in the caption of those figures determine
the result oftotal n meters at the time position m (from 0 to
48 for hour 00:30 to 24:00 in one day).
From the above figures, we can see that when the
histogram is skewed to the left part,the relevant linear
correlation between two sequences becomes higher, and the
performance of the algorithm will be better, which is proved
by subsequent experiments.
As the above figures show, the relevant
correlationperformance with 8 meters is apparently higher
than 1meter, and the sorted algorithm performances in 8
meters from low to highare: position 10, position 30, position
20, and position 40 accordingly. This trend can be easily
seen in the above figures and verified by simulations.
The simulation resultsare listed in TABLE I, in
comparisonwiththe results obtained using ANN algorithm.In
this
table,
the
combined
algorithm
uses
=
result (canidate1 + candidate 2) / 2 as the final result.
The reason forthe performancebeing not high is mainly
due to the characters of the test data, which is metered very
locally andsporadically (in small space scale).Although we
further use the sum of 8 meters, the problem is only
alleviated in medium extent. And when more macro scale
data is obtained, the simulation performance can still be
improved, which will promote the further research.
From the result of TABLEI, we can see that the
performance of the proposed algorithm is comparable to the
ANN algorithm, both of whose complexity are not very high.
When increasing the candidate sample number, the
performance is improved from 8 to 12, and then to 16, there
is no further improvement from 16 to 18, which means the
samples are saturated at near 18 samples.
When we compare the result of meanbased algorithm and
the weighted average based algorithm, we can easily see that
in most conditions, weighted average method is better than
mean method, which is coincide with the intuition of the
people. And the median has higher performance in some
simulation instances as compared to mean.
When examine the result of the combined algorithms,
their performance is not always improved compared to the
corresponding single result, but some extra good value can
be seen from the table, which embodies the potential value of
combining other multiple algorithms with our proposed
method.
IV.

Figure8.The result of 40-8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a simple electrical load predict
algorithm based on correlation coefficient. Due to its low
complexity, it can be used in many time scales, especially the
short time scale, and can be further jointly used with other
algorithms such as ANN and linear regression. And from the
results, we can see that its performance is comparable with
ANN. If the relevant character of linear correlation is
improved, the simulation result will be improved as well.

TABLE I.SIMULATION RESULT：MAPEVALUE
Position 10

Position 20

Position 30

Position 40

Detailed explanation

0.3213

0.2166

0.2298

0.1541

ANN length=6

0.3470

0.2199

0.2411

0.1677

ANN length=8

0.3432

0.2436

0.2316

0.1544

ANN length=10

0.3463

0.2162

0.2451

0.1654

Tested algorithm with median result

0.3401

0.2133

0.2427

0.1711

Tested algorithm with mean result, correlation
coefficient>0.9999

0.3332

0.2469

0.2478

0.1660

Tested algorithm with mean result, candidate sample=8

0.3342

0.2369

0.2427

0.1640

Mean, candidate sample=12

0.3342

0.2322

0.2378

0.1603

Mean, candidate sample=16

0.3343

0.2304

0.2380

0.1610

Mean, candidate sample=18

0.3321

0.2437

0.2433

0.1670

Weighted average, candidate sample=8

0.3334

0.2355

0.2405

0.1641

Weighted average, candidate sample=12

0.3341

0.2317

0.2350

0.1605

Weighted average, candidate sample=16

0.3339

0.2300

0.2360

0.1613

Weighted average, candidate sample=18

0.3341

0.2117

0.2387

0.1583

Combined correlation coefficient>0.9999,mean with

0.3321

0.2253

0.2367

0.1540

Combined correlation sample=16,mean with

ANN(length=8),average with the two results
ANN(length=8),average with the two results
0.3284

0.2280

0.3302

0.2295

0.2319

0.1547

Combined correlation sample=12,mean with

0.2287

0.1544

Combined correlation sample=16,mean with

ANN(length=8),average with the two results
ANN(length=6),average with the two results
[7]
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